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GIGANTIC CONSPIRACY?
DECEMBER 8 , 1975

FOREST FRANK

From time to time I have dinner with a
fri e nd who has a weakne ss for good food, fine
wines and amiably random conversation. He is an
engineering con sultant, reasonably successful, who
has chosen retirement while still able to enjoy it.
Usually he's fairly placid, even lighthearted, wi t h seemingly nothing more on his mind
than the occasion at hand.
During a recent gettogether, however, he appeared pre-occupied, almost
morose.
I n response to a comment about it he said,
"I have a problem."
I sai d , " Tax - or golf?"
He said, "Ne ither - in fact, it's more
in your line than mine."
I said, "My line - how's that?"
He said, "Oh, you know, politicians are
accustomed to dealing with screwy ideas ."
I said, "That's true enough - not to
ment ion screwy people."
A sh adow came across his face.
He said , 11A curious thing happened the
other night.
I was asleep and d ead to the world.
Sudd enly I foun d myself sitting bolt up-right,
turning o n the light, giving a quick look about
the room.
I must have heard - or dreamed I heard someone trying to break in.
There wasn't a n yone,
of course . "
I

said, "That's all? "

He said , "No • • • Look, you're going to
think I 'm off my roc k er b ut I swe ar t hat I had
barely turne d out the light when I felt someone
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touch my for e head and then my hand. "
I sai d , Il Your i magination played a trick
on you - you th i nk that's screwy?"
He said , "No. • . Do you remember Wallace
Mc1?e rran?"
I thought a moment;
"Wasn't he the De lt
who spent two years among the Navajoes?"

He said, "Ye s, that's right. Late r he went
t o Australia and lived three years in the bush.
Eventually, his research completed, he returned
to the Bay area where h e has lived ever since.
We use d t o exchange v isits from time to time. Even
now I get an occasional note or card from him - or,
that is, I used to." · He paused - looked me i n the
eye .
"What would you say if I t old you I th ink it
was Wallace who visited me the other night?"
I said, " I don't understand what you're
saying."
He nodde d.
" Ten days later I had a n ote from
my sister in Mill Valley. Wallace had had midnight
emerg ency surgery - had d ied o n the operating table
. . • An o b ituary clipping accompanied the note.
Death had occ u red Wedn e sday night, Augus t 23rd.
that wa s the d ate of my screwy visit • . . " *
I

I n the past I - like most of my acqu aintan c e s, I suspect - h ave dismisse d as hallucinatory
fantasy s ubjects lik e precognition, clairvoyance,
thought transference , and such. They be longed in
precincts inhabited by occultists, gypsy tea readers
and devo tees of late night te l e vision. Years ago,
h owever, dur ing a Canadi an vacation at Timagami
( * T~e incident is reported e x ac t ly as r e lated .
Only
the name has been cha nged out of res pect for the
family still living in n orthern California.)
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spoiled by incessant wind and rain I had waded
through Frede rick W. H. r·lyers' collection of
hundre d s of incide nts of curious psychological
episodes entitled, "Phantasms of the Living " . For
a short while the subject matter had seemed engrossing. Then a couple of acquaintances possessed
of impeccable neuro-psychiatric credentials, Howard
McIntyre and f.·lJ:1lton Rosenbaum, (the former a member
of the Literary Club) had d issuaded me from further
interest.
It was probably fortunate that they did
so since I have been cursed with a pack-rat instinct
for accumulating s c raps of unrelated lore, particularly items marked b y guileful misinformation or
misg u ided enthusiasm • . . as, for example, a report
on a Census of Hallucinations made in England. ~~ong
the q u estions aske d was, "Have you ever, while believing yourself completely awake, had a vivid
impression . . . which, as far as you coul d discover,
was not due to any external physical cause?" Of
some 17,000 r e spondents 10 per cent, approximately
1700, said nYes " .
The New York er Magazine once carried an
unforgettable cartoon.
It depicted two middleaged scientists in a laboratory. The caption read,
" Don't laugh, Harkness, but e very time I start an
experiment these days, I wonder whether it's going
to be the one where I end up finding r e ligion."
Philosophical d oubts about mortality,
the hereafter, or " the meaning of it all " - hallmarks
of the insecurity of our times - have fostered much
of the bizarre that passes for psychical knowledge
today.
But how much do most of us really know about
what has been happening in the ar e a of legitimate
psychical research in recent years? I confess I ' ve
known ne x t to nothing. Vaguely I had heard of the
Rhine experiments at Duke University, but then I
remember also once being told there is a large
congregation in the heart of our city whose members
are encouraged actively to seek experience with
unusual psychic phenomena.
In other words, so
what?
Into this dark and limitless pool of
ignoran ce the conversation with my retired friend
dropp ed a large stone.
I n the wake of its waves
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I have found what many may have long known, namely,
that an enormous amount of writing has been and
continued to be published on the subject. A recent
bibliography of works on psychical research lists
as scie ntific in concept and treatment nearly 400
separate t itles, then points out that these represent barely 3 per cent of more than 12,000 books
on the subject that have been published in the
past several d ecades. Even the most inflexible
critics of psychical research concede that lI a great
deal of time and effort has been expended in researching psychic phenomena. " Professor c. M.
Hansel, Chairman of the Department of Psychology
at Swansea College in Great Br itain, in a very
hostile and exhaustive critique, one that singles
out the Duke research particularly as a target,
sunrrnarizes in these words, " During the past 85
years a large number of investigations and experiments in what is called parapsychology have been
reported. • • It cannot be stated categorically
that trickery was responsible for (their) results
. . . b u t so lon g as the possibility is present,
the experiments cannot be regarded . . . as supplying
conclus ive evidence for their claims . "

War ren Weaver, the mathematician whose
popular, "Lady Luck " , published in 1963, graphically
explains the law of large numbers and the theory
of probability on which rests much of latter-d ay
business as well as science, also remarks the very
large quantities of data accumulated by the parapsychologists. Weaver differs from Hansel , however
in his comments about Rhine's work at Duke.
'
"The results," he writes, " could be explained on the grounds of selection or falsification
o~ data .
Having complete confi dence in the scientifl? compet~nce a~d personal integrity of Professor
Rhlne, I flnd thlS e x planation unacceptable.
, li But ' ," Weaver then goes on to say, " I find
the subJect so lntellectual ly uncomfortable as to
be almost ,painful.
I end b y concluding that I cann ot expla l n away Professor Rhine's evi dence _ but
I also cannot accept his interpretation. r:
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II
I n terest in parapsychology stems from the
premise that despite man's accelerating knowledg e
of the secrets of the physical universe , his mastery
of the atom and inte rplanetary space , little progre~s has been made toward discovering man himself.
About the universe, man, the knower, knows much.
About himself, man,. the, knower, knows little .
'

What l ittle he knows has a colorful antecedent in ancient mythology , specifically the story
of the maiden Psyche who achieved immortality by
becomi~g the wife of Cupid , child of the Goddess
of Love.
In her immortality Psyche was believed
to personify the soul. And psychology, in its
initial d evelopmen t was a study of the relationship between man's body and man ' s soul. With the
stirrings of mod ern scientific inquiry, however,
interest in thl3 soul l e ssened .
" Soul" was beyond
the reach of the scientific metho d . What was within
its grasp was mind - the collection of faculties
peculiar t o man a nd deemed to be responsible for
his behavior.
Implici t in d epreciation of the psyche
was the assumption that nothing r e ached the mind
except through the s ense s . The knowle dge which
g uided behavior was founded in sensory perception.
And communication betwe en man and his fellowmen
was cO~TIunication of ideas and i mpressions ultimately
traceable to sensory perception .
Problems arose when an appearance of knowle dge or commun i cation was e stablished without the
interve ntion of a perception of one or more of the
senses.
In time psychologists met this problem b y
suggesting a new field of study. · A n ew word was
coined - parapsychology - from the Greek ' para",
meaning, nat the side of, beside, along side of,
beyond". The problems of the parapsychologist
were stuff for psychic research:
incidents and
situations that did not seem to conform to conventional perception, k nowledge, and communication,
the fiel d of extra sensory perception.
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Extra sensory perception seems to fall into
four principal categories ; 1) telepathy, awareness
of another's mental state, including transmission
of information; 2) precognition, a knowledge of the
future; 3} clairvoyance, extra sensory perception
of objective events without thinking of them, and
4) retrocognition, extra sensory knowledge of the
past . Beyond these is the phenomenon called psychokinesis, or PK for short, by which mental force
is employed to change events or distort matter.
Collectively these phenomena are subsumed by the
parapsychologist under the general term psi. All
have been obse~ve d under laboratory conditions.
I n the vastly more complex and intricate world of
actual life, some form of psi seems to be a probable
explanation of such human experiences as dreams
that come true, wakin~ visions of events occurring
a t a d istance, inex plicable hunches, and similar
affairs . Psi is also conceived as a useful concept in explaining much that happens in mediumship.
It is hypothesized that what in the early
years of psychical research was thought to be evi den ce of commu nication with the dead can better
be explained in ten' s of the combination of some
form of psi with the dramatizing propensities of
the u n conscious minds of the medium and the other
persons involve d .
It is these buil d ing blocks of telepathy,
clairvoyance, precognition and psychokinesis that
the parapsychologist uses to e x tend his bridge of
knowledge into the unknown.
But contrary to uninformed popular opinion, parapsychology does not
deal with astrology, numerology, TAROT cards, --theosophy, witchcraft, or other occult systems or
practices - or, if so, only insofar as they emp irically demonstrate that at their base some form
of psi is operating.
Moreover, among the early researchers
few bought the whole bag. Gilbert Murray, the
Oxford scholar who restored ancient Greek drama
to the modern theatrical repertoire, conducted
~om~ of the earliest and most colorfril experiments
l.n thought transference " , his phrase, coined
before psychologists came u p with the word "te le-
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pathy ll . But Hurray balked firmly at the notion of
clairvoyance.
Similarly, Sigmund Freud, who appears
to have conce d ed t he b asic concept of telepathy,
at least as between himself and some of his patients,
issaid to have broken with his youthful protege,
Carl Jung, in part b ecause of Jung's preoccupation
with concepts of precognition and clairvoyance.
Jung and an associate, Wolfgang Pauli,
in 1951 published a treatise on " Synchronicity An Acausal Connecting Principle, " in which Jung
presented the concept of synchronicity as " the
simultaneous occurrence of two meaningfully but
not causally connected events." The emphasis
is on the words "meaningfully" and "not causally ll .
Alternatively Jung defined the concept as " a
coincidence in time of two or more causally unrelated events which have the same or similar
meaning . . • equal in rank to causality as a principle of explanation."
Jung, in short, tried to explain anything which could not be accounted for in terms
of physical cause and effect as manifestations
of the unconscious mind.
This obviously is a much too abbreviated
sillrunary of Jung's theory which in its full treatment can be found in the Public Library under the
title, "Interpretation of Hature and the Psyche " ,
completed by Jung in 1950, published in German in
1952, and translated and published in 1955 by the
Bollingen Foundation of New York.
Just recently Arthur Koestler has elaborated
on Jung's ide as in a highly provocative work, "The
Roots of Coin cidence li •
Jung's concept of a universal
hanging together of things, their enbeddedness in
a universal matrix, Koestler elaborated into a
unifying integrity something like the Pythagorean
harmony of the spheres. There is, he suggested, a
single, irreducible evolutionary tendency toward
building up more complex wholes out of more diversified parts. Even as science seems to branch out
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into ever more specialized areas of inquiry, its
fundamental con clusions imply a confluence of
events that cannot be explained by conventional
research. One ultimate mystery, in other words,
is easier to accept than a litter box of unrelated
puzzles.
Koestler appears to move toward a restoration of the faith in religion that modern science,
particularly, mode rn physics, has at best weakene d
- at worst, destroyed. The wish to exalt mankind
is clearly evident. But one must question how far
Koestler's unifying principle goes in replacing
the all-seeing, all-powerful Father who is concerned
about you and me and as well the feathers of the
sparrow or the lilies of the field.
III

Flights into metaphysics are tantalizing
- but at this point more pertinent is the ground
level z e ro from which psychic research takes off.
The first stirrings of parapsychology
occurred in the early nineteenth century when
French physicians, experimenting with hypnosis,
achieved results as d ive rse as transference of
sensations of sight, taste, hearing and pain. For
example, one French physician found he could ind uce his patie nts while under hypnosis into
iden~i~ying tastes which he - outside their range
o~ V1Slon - was e x periencing himself. Another
d lscovered he could produce hypnosis in a subject
completely removed from sensory range. Another
transfe:red sensations of pain under hypnosis .
And so lt went.
It remained for a physiologist
Professo: Charles,Richet, after using hypnosis for
a long tlme, to dlSCover that the hypnotic state
was not necessary for SUccess in transmitt'
thoughts.
lng
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for Psychical Research with Frank Podmore, Richard
Hodgson, and EdrLc on d Gurney. His great masterpiece
was II Hurn an Understand ing and Its Survival of Bodily
Death" .
II Human Unde rstanding" William James describ ed as " the first attempt to consider the phe n omena of hallucination, hyponotism, double personality and mediumship as connected parts of one whole
subject " .
The " Proceedings Ii of the British Society
for Psychical Re search are on file at the Public
Library, an d includ e among their early r e ports
accounts of several hundred e xperiments in the transmission by telepathy of drawings of specially gifte d
students. Th.e experiments are noteworthy among
other things i n that t h e authors in order to ins u re
credibility prevaile d upon Sir Oliver Lodge, the
celebrated physicis t , to take over their supervision.
It was this e xperience which l e d to Lod ge's later
years' intere st in the field, a n intere st which resulted i n a n umb e r of books endeavorin g to reconcile
science a n d r e ligion . On e widely r e ad book,
" Raymond - Or Life and Death " , was a memoir of his
son killed in World War I, with an account of commun ications b elieved to have been received from him
after d e 'a th.
Lodge 's chie f claim to fam e stemme d from
his d iscove ries in ele ctromagnetic energy and wireless telegraphy and their application t o communication s a n d i n dustry. But after his recognition
for these, his e levation to knighthood and his
election as a Fe llow of the Royal Acad emy an d th e
presid encies of t he British Association, the Physical So ciety, t he Radio Society and t he Roentgen
Socie ty, his intere st t urned t o parapsychology.
It was because of this later interest that he
acce pted the presidency of the British Society
for Psychical Re search.
Lod g e was followed in the presid ency by
Gilbert Murray, also pre viously allud ed t o. Murray
was Regius Professor of Greek at oxford and a member of the Royal A.cademy. His IIHis t ory. of Ancier;t
Greek Literature" is a landmark. And h1s render1ngs
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of the plays of Euripides into English verse brought
Greek drama back to the modern era. Murray, like
Lodge , was fascinated by the subject of e x tra sensory perception .
In 1912 he began a series of experiments in thoug ht transference. The experiments
were reported in the Society's Proceedings !! briefly
in 1915 and more extensively in 1924. The 1924 report was mad e by Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, sister of
Lord Ba lfour, Englan d 's Prime Min ister during the
early years of the century. Mrs . Sidgwick, widow
of the first Presid ent of the British Society for
Psychic al ' Research , described the experiments as
" possibly the most important - ever brought t o the
not ice of the Society " . Essentially they consisted
of the transference by thought of ideas and descriptive scenes of action from an agent, seated
in one place surrounded by witnesses, writing down
the descriptions, to Murray, the recipient, subsequently being called into their presence to record in writing his impressions of what had previously been written down , the two versions then
being c ompar~d. Over hundreds of trials Murray's
transcriptions were judged successful in nearly
60 per cent of the cases.
Two of the successes will illustrate
the method.
1)

Agent's copy:
"I am thinking of
the Lusitania and its sinking."
Murray's copy:
"An awful - a
violent - impression of naval
disaster.
I think it's the torpedoing of the Lusitania."

2)

Agent's copy : " I am danc ing with
the head of the Foreign Office at
a tea at the Hague . "
"My impression is
Murray's copy:
that you are on a - journey - in
- Hol land , I believe. Something
official is in progress: a soiree
or a dance of something."
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While Lodge, the physicist, ,and Murray,
the scholar, were err~arked on thei: l1nes of research,
Henry Sidgwick, the philosopher, .w1th h~S wife was
introd ucing into psychical exper1mentat10n one of
its greate st a dvance~: the use of,ra~d~m numbers
transmitted telepath1cally. The s1gn1f1cance of
the method was that in using random numbers the
Sidgwicks obtained results which could be subjected
to mathematical analysis to discover how they compared with results that could be expected from
chance alone. The Sidgwicks reported that the
number of successful transmissions was greater
than any nmnber reasonably ascribable to chance.
Henceforward the testing for telepathy that had
been going o n in England, Ame rica and most of
the north European countries began to acquire
a redumentary d iscipline, subject to measurement and comparison. Numbers and playing cards
- as a dmirably suited to this development became the accepted vehicles.
The usual me thod involved a sender and
a receiver. The sender looked at a card and
the r ece iver tried to identify it. The cumulative
evidence of the results pointing to a causative
agent greater than mere chance eventually led to
a demand for strict controls to prevent participants in the e periments from deliberate or accidental signaling to one another. Safeguards were
devised by separating the participants - one being
stationed in one room and the other in another and later even by placing bne at a considerable
distance from the other. It was in the course
of efforts of this latter n'a ture that Professor
Rhine, the most publicized of the researcher~,
achieved findings far beyond mere telepathy. Rhine
fo und participants who, securely beyond sensory
range, could identify the random order in which
Rhine turne d over his cards. This is clairvoyance
and while as a faculty i ·t ha d also been uncovered
by the earlier French hypnotists and by research
workers in Russia, Germany, England and America,
two of the latter being the polemicist, upton
Sinclair and his wif e , until Rhine little attention had been given it, the strong preferential
interest being telepathy.
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Telepathy , or communication by thought,
it more easily rationalized than clairvoyance.
Telepathy seems a mind-to-mind relationship that
may be explained by the intensive work being done
in the mechanical principles of the universe - an
ultra-sensory perception, in other words. But
clairvoyance, involving only one person, to be
intelligible has to be an inter-operation of mind
and matter. Clairvoyance is more like a new
faculty than an ultra-sensory function such as
telepathy in time may be made to be. Psychologists looking for exceptional behavior of the
mind tend to d uck clairvoyance and concentrate
on telepathy as the more promising, more significant line of inquiry. But from the beginning
of his work in 1930 at Duke under Professor
William McDougall, Rhine achieved results from
clairvoyance that are greater than any that up
to that time at least had been achieved with
telepathy.
Rhine did eventually discover that
many subjects with clairvoyant capacity were
telepathy subjects also. Refinement of his inquiries led him to opine that telepathy and
clairvoyance are essentially the same, merely
appearing as different manifestations of a
general process of extra sensory perception
yielding knowledge of both subjective and objective reality.
Rhine's most difficult research was
in the area of precognition. The tests for
precognition again involved the special cards,
called Zener cards from Dr. Carl Zener who
first designed them, used in the Rhine telepathy
tes ts.
In the telepathy tests the sUbject attempts
t~ identify the cards down through the deck,
w1 t h all cards left in position until the end
of
. the run. In the precognition tests , the task
1S to predict the card order in the deck as it
would be when the cards are shuffled a certain
nu~~er of ~imes after a fixed length of time.
Rh1 n~ publ1shed results of these experiments that
t o h1m at least were beyond chance.
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Then fOllowed his tests for psychokinesis,
often referred to as " the dice test·s " . The experimentation was triggered by a gambler's casual remark
that "upon occasion " when he was properly keyed
up he "could make dice fall as he willed".
The dice used by Rhine's PK experiments
were thrown both singly and in lots of six; at
first by hand from containers, later by electricallydriven rotating cages. The possibility of faulty
dice was eliminated by concentrating on successive
tosses of 24 throws of each side of the dice in
turn, so that the effects of bias would cancel
out:
if the cube had a tendency to fall with 6
uppermost, this had' a posi ti ve effect when 6 was
the number wille d , any equally negative effect
on other tosses.
Once more the results seemed to indicate
that the dice were influenced by something besides
chance.
In more than half a million tosses the
"willed " face came up significantly more often
than chance expectation.
All of these Rhine experiments were
wi d ely publicized up to and during World War II.
After World War II other workers both here and
abroad took up the task of further research.
In the late 1950's word came from behind the Iron Curtain of experimentation, presumably with full Kremlin approval, by Leonid
Vassiliev, Professor of Physiology at Leningrad
University, who appeared to have concentrated on
work with tele-hypnosis. Hypnotised subjects
were being mad e to awaken from a trance by telepathic commands from a distance; subjects were
also being made to fall down by the same means.
Thus while Ame rican scientists were · still
debating whether parapsychology was charlatanry
or "for r e al", Ru ssian scientists were proceeding
on the assumption that ESP exists, and that what
is pertinent is to know how to harness it, how
to deal with it, and how to make it work. Apparently recognition of ESP in no way conflicts with Soviet
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political philosophy: dia lectic Marxism may reject
the concept of man's soul, but seems quite receptive
to telepathy, even to communication between the
so-called dead and living, and the foretelling of
future events.
In the 1960's an enterprising team at
the Maimo nides Med ical Center in New York (Drs.
Stanley Krip p ner, Montague Ullman and t~eir .
assoc i ates ) founded a "Dream Laboratory desl.gned
to induce telepathic dreams in controlled experiment s. The experimental subjects slept in single
rooms at the Center; before they went to bed they
were wired up to a brain-wave recorder. The
agent, in another room, concentrated on some
famous pictur e in front of him, and waited until
the record er indicated that the sleeping subject
had reached the s t age of rapid eye movement, which
ind icates tha t he is dreaming; then the agent awakened h im and the subject reported his dream
or as much of it as he could remember.
Un fortunately the similarities between
the pi c ture and the reported dream could only be
e valuated by statistical methods; and , however
sig nificant the results, they d id n ot carry the
same intuitive -conviction as, for instance, the
e arlier experiments in which when the agent drew
a cross t he subject drew a cross, and when the
agent d rew a fish the subject drew a fish.
The
firs t results were thus hard to assess.
I t was
sug gested that partly this is because the power
to visualize varies so vastly f rom one person
to another . Some peo ple have a photographic
memory, some a selective one, some can recall
the names but not t he appearances of things.
M ore~ver, everyone perceives and expresses his
fe e llngs through a network of associations images
a~d symb ols unique ly his own; some derive from
hlS cultur 7 pattern, mo r e from events of his
personal ll.fe. A later series of experiments
repo:ted by ~r~ Krippner in the Journal of the
Amerlcan ~o~lety for Psychical Research , use d
17 ss speclflC targets. Rather t han famous
pl.ctures,.gene r al SUbjects such as moments of
deep emOtl.on, of artistic inspiration, or reli-
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gious fervor illustrated for the agent by sights
and sounds - s eemed to have bypassed the earlier
problems.
About the same time that the Ma imonides
experime nts go t under way , one of the directors
in the office of Ad vanced Rese arch and Te chnology
of the National Ae ronatics and Space Administration, r e ported to t he Fourteenth I n ternational
Astronautics Fe deration meeting in Paris in
September, 1963, that "a concentrated effort
toward a highly i nte resting problem in modern
science - the nat u re and es sence of certain
phenomena of e lectro-magnetic communication between living organisms - is being pursued with
top priority under the Soviet manned space
program. "
"Unt il r e cent ly these phenomena have
in gene ral been ignored by western scientists;
however, the many hypotheses involved are now
receiving attention i n world literature • . .
Specific u .S. exper iments of a parapsychological
nature, alre ady under way or in the planning
stage coul d lead to new communications media
and i mprove d emergency techniques." One NASA
experiment, he reported, involved the function
of acquisition, processing and control of
psycho-physiological information.
Little more was heard about the NASA
experiments until afte r the Apollo 14 moon
flight. Months later the International He rald
Tri b une, the Paris relec of the old New York
publication, carried a story that astronaut
Ed gar Mitchell had attempted during the flight
to establish telepathic contact with four
selec ted subj e cts on earth. This e xperiment
followed Rhine's classic procedures in card
guessing, a n d captain Mitchell visited Rhine
at Duke after the flight to evaluate the results. Although the news article was devoid
of particulars, the paper quoted Mitchell as
sayin g t h ey " far exceed anything that had been
expected " .
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IV
Although the Ame rican Association for
the Advan cement of Science has approved affiliation
with the Parapsychological Association, thereby
con f erring a seal of respectability on its subject matter, many scientists individually continue
to express hostility. Some on occasion admit to
b e ing impressed by the evidence. But clearly so
Professor Hansel, quoted earlier, who is perhaps
the most bellicose of critics. Nor Dr . D. O. Eebb,
Prof e ssor of Psychology at McGill University and
an outstanding behaviorist. Dr. Hebb had declared he cannot accept the evidence for telepa t hy, strong though it may be, " because the idea
does not make sense, " admitting t hat this rejection
is "in the literal s e nse just prejudice. "
A trenchan t summation for the opposition
is t h at advanc e d by Edward G. Boring, Professor
of Psychology at Harvard University.
In 1966,
Boring wrote, " In psychic research failure is
success: a con sequency of the fact that ESP is
neg atively define d. ESP is said to be communication without the intervention of ordinary
s e nsory chan nels. At one time it was believed
that bats d odg ed wires in the dark because of
t h eir clairvoyanc e ~ that is to say, investigation
faile d t o r e veal how they d id it . Then research
succeed e d in fin d ing a sensory explanation and
the clairvoyance evaporated; bats can locat e
wi r es b y t h e r e flection of their own squeaking
which is pitched above the limit of human a udib ility.
" This scientific success was a parascie ntifi c failure, and so it will always be. To
prove t hat ESP exists requires confirmation that
cowmunication can and does occur by no known
s e nsory channel.
It is easy to establish one's
own i gnorance of the channel, but not of the universal n ecessity for the ignorance, which may
suddenly evaporat e as it did in the case of the
bat s. A universal n e gative of this sort cannot
be pro~en, ,ignorance is t?O ple ntiful. Un explaine d
commun~cat~on always r ema~ns inex plicable u ntil
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at last it is scientifically accounted for.
It
seems quite probable that the world of intellectual
debate may never be completely without the persons
who feel they have gained something of value in
failing to discover, for some case or communication,
a natural means of transmission."
Norbert Wiene r, father of cybernetics,
has prophesied that " the study of telepathy will
become an integ ral part of psychology in the
future " .
"Many other considerations," said Wiener,
"which up to the present have been situa.ted in
a somewhat shameful background, such as the study
of d irect conu:nunicat ion at a distance, possible
by some sort of rad iation phenomenon, are going
to be subjected to a real trend in scientific
examination, which will not be corrupted by the
unscientific assumption that we are dealing with
no physical correlates."
Many years ago William James observed
that "there is n o worse lie than the truth misunderstood." Jame s probably would have approved
the conclusion arrived at by a fellow psychologist fifty years afte r his death :
"Unless there
is a gigantic c onspiracy involving some thirty
unive rsity d epartment s allover the world, and
seve ral hundred highly respe cted scientists in
various fields, many of them originally hostile
to the claims of the psychical researchers, the
only conclusion the unb iased observer can come
to mu st be that there does exist a small number
of people who obtain knowledge either in other
peoples mind s or in the outer world by means
as ye t un k nown to science. "
(The year was 1958.
Since then the number s of participating universities and researche rs h ave greatly expanded.)
The quotation is from H. J. Eysenck, Chairman
of the Department of Psychology at the Un iversity
of London 'and Director of the Psychological
Department at Bethlehem Royal Hospital.
Later Eysenck commented on critics who
argue a priori that 'SP is a highly improbable
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hypothe sis, t hat the hypothesis of fraud is
e asier to fi t i nto the accepted framework of
science: "Sci entists, especially when they
leave the particular fiel d in which they have
specialized, are just as ordinary, pi~-headed
and unreasonable as anybody else; the~r un- usually high i n telligence only makes their
prejudices all the more dangerous."
The author of "Sense and Nonsense
in Psychology" just quoted appears to have the
last word. One need not be particularly naive
to accept as a theorem that on -occasion and
under certain emotional conditions, sensory
perceptions may surpass previously experienced
boundaries. Whether - individually - he goes
farther a n d, as one lay enthusiast recently
advocated, "delibe rately seeks to enhance perception, opening (himself) to possible incident s and actively encouraging their occurrence,"
is a matter of choice.
It may be that we are
not dealing with phenomena actually separate
and apart from the five senses. The years
to come may reveal that what is presently
desc ribed as e x tra sense may be simply an
extra range of the senses. Regardless, it
can h ar d ly be thought indefensible that in
an age of uncertainty, as assuredly the last
fifty (50) years h ave been, a groping for the
de epe r events of psychic e x perience has become an absorbing phase of scientific research. Possibly time may demonstrate that,
in t he words of the author of Ecclesiastes,
the effort has been only " a striving after
wind" . The search seems nonetheless to satisfy a deep and insistent hunger. Small wonder.
Al l mankind shares a common fate, all are
locked into mortal bo d ies and all are haunted
by a common concern for - the future.
There may
be no agreement on the answers but by and
large all confront themselves with the same
questions, and few are original enough or
dar ing Gnough to think of n ewer ways to
approac h them.
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